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Doctor 
goes all 
clucky 
SIOBHAN DUCK 

Neighbours, G 
Channel 10, weeknights, 
630pm 
Suburbqn drama 
Dur&on: 30 minutes 

A LAN Fletcher says his 
greatest joy as an actor 
is carrying a rooster 

around under his arm. 
Over the past 13 years on 

Neighbours, Fletcher has had 
love scenes with a bevy of 
beauties and all sorts of 
dramatic storylines, but says 
he prefers his slapstick 
moments on Ramsay St. 

"The big dramatic 
storylines -such as the love 
triangle with Natalie 
(Bassingthwaighte) are great 
-they really stretch me as an 
actor," he says. 

"But I really enjoy the 
comedy work, like thq time 
Karl was stealing garden 
gnomes, or mBre recently tr 

when he wentferal md grew a 
beard. 

"As an actor, there is 
nothing better than carrying a 
rooster around under your 
arm." 

As Neighbours' Dr Karl 
1 Bennedy,~letcher has ione 



j I Clot the average nerd 
I Dr Karl Kruszelnicki has added TV host to his impressive list of scientific achievements 

HE quick-talking bespectacled 
Dr Karl Ksuszelnicki, host of 

* new science series Sleek 
Geeks, is mesmerising. If he doesn't 
capture you with his intelligence, wit 
and enthusiasm for all things 
scientific, he'll grab your attention 
with his trademark loud shirts, all of 
which are made by his wife. 

"They take her four hours using a 
four-thread overlocker with differ- 
entialyfeed," he says. 

"Eighty per cent of the shirt is 
made on the overlocker, 19 per cent 
with our 15-year-old sewing mach- 
ine and 1 per cent (the button 
holes) on my mother-in-law's fancy 
new machine. 

"I've always loved wearing 
brightly coloured shirts. Why should 
women have all the fun?" 

Dr Karl who simplified his 
moniker "because wheelbarrow is 
the usual Australian pronunciation 
for Kruszelnicki" has an impressive- 
list of degrees in physics and maths, 
biomedical engineering, medicine 
and surgery. Add to this the fact that 
he has worked as a physicist, tutor, 
filmmaker, car mechanic, labourer 
and medical doctor and you have a 
pretty impressive CV. + 

Since 1995 Dr Karl has been 

JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR ORDE 

goal is th 
ng," he s 

DR KARL is one sleek geek who And the question he is 
could easily win a popularity the most is "Why is the ~ I U U I I  

competition. bigger on the horizon than it is 
Each Thursday a t  l l a m  on overhead?" The answer: "Don't 

Triple J when he presents an  know!" Apparently no one has  
hour of science, t he  ABC been able to solve that riddle. 
switchboard gets  s o  many calls Though the ABC's show Sleek 
that it often crashes. Geeks takes a laugh-and-learn 

Add t o  this the fact that approach t o  discovery, Dr Karl 
700,000 pages of Dr Karl's gets  serious when h e  sa )  
science home page poverty and global warmi 
(www.abc.net.au.science/k2) the  most important scier 
are downloaded each week. issues we face. 

based at Sydney University in the button fluff and why IS 

position of the Julius Sumner Miller blue. 
- he of the "Why is it so?" Dr Karl (above), the author of 26 
Cadbury chocolate ads of the 1980s books, hopes viewers will laugh and 
-Fellow, which sees him spreading learn when they watch the six-part 
the good word about science. series. 

Though bestowed with the honour "Our secret at you leal 
of being named Australian Father of without notici lays breatl 
the Year in 2003 and receiving an lessly. 
Order of Australia award in 2006, it f,,dfor those who thir is 
is the 2002 IG Nobel Prize awarded boring, think again. s o  rl 
by Harvard University that is Dr and his ,-+host, Adam sI re 
Karl's favourite accolade. revealed why we talk I,,,,, , , ,a  

He received this award for his consuming a few beers, what really 
groundbreaking research into belly- happens if you stick your tongue to 

asked ---- 

- 
it's alwaj 

ik science 
far Dr Ka 
Iencer, ha\ 
l n , . r l ~ . w  nk. 

PW 8 Sleek Geeks, PG 
ABC, Thursday, 8pm 

u Science show * Duration: 30 minute: 

something frozen (a la Dumb and 
Dumber) and how a chicken lived 
for 118 days without its head. 

Future episodes look at the best 
way to keep beer cool in an Esky and 
explain the truth about ocean rips. 

The towering scientist is 1.87m 
and has an answer for everything. He 
is quick to debunk what people 
perceive as the scientist stereotype. 

"The common stereotype is that 
scientists always wear a lab coat, 
have no friends, are mad and want to 
take over the world," he says. 

"In real life, 80 per cent of 
physicists play a musical instrument 
and more than 50 per cent make beer 

lome." 
;o is there anything Dr Karl can't 
' Appasently, he can't remember 
own children's names and he 

cannc 
"F 

me," 

)t recognis 
'aces are li 
he says. 
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For the record, Kruszelnicki is 
pronounced: Krushel, as in bus 
nit, as in hair, and ski, as in snc 

n a wall tc 
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Bassingthwnighte and Nicola 
Charles have keat t h e  fans 
entertained, but 'Fletcher says 
he is happy his character has 
been reunited - for the third 
time - with his screen wife 
Susan, played by his good 
mate Jackie Woodburne. 

Fletcher says many of his 
fans are university medical 
students, and he has regularly 
been asked to contribute to 
their magazines. 

"Television is not 
necessarily the most flattering 
medium to work in - and 
people tell me I don't look 
nearly as fat or old in real life. 

"It's sort of a back-handed 
compliment I guess. 

"A lot of students will ask 
me cheeky medical questions, 
usually involving problems 
with their nether regions. 

"But I have never had 
anyone ask me to help out if 
someone was having a heart 
attack or anything like that." 

Slapstick: Alan Fletcher. 
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